
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

What does middle-age feel, looking upon youth, eager- ______________,
buoyant, flushed with the first glow from that unknown about to dawn?
1.

(eyed/eyeing)

eyed

It is not ______________ that the wreck chart should show a number of
black dots off its harbour.
2.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

It is not ______________ that Shakespeare should have made frequent
allusions to this popular belief, considering how extensively it prevailed in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; the religious and dramatic literature of
the period being full of it.

3.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising

If this is the kind of moral teaching which is supposed to act on the child's
mind, it is not ______________ that it has futile and even harmful effects.
4.

(astonished/astonishing)
astonishing

I'm glad, for I'm ______________ of keeping the secret.5. (tired/tiring)tired

The children seated themselves wearily on the wooden step, but their
father shook his old friend eagerly by the hand, and declared that he was
______________ to see him so well and enjoying the fine weather.

6.

(delighted/delighting)
delighted

That in questions of war the smaller states were as much ______________
as the larger, and therefore, should vote equally; and indeed, that the larger
states were more likely to bring war on the confederacy, in proportion as their
frontier was more extensive.

7.

(interested/interesting)

interested

I believe that these people are made as we are, that they are patient
beyond belief, loyal, but, at the same time, broken- ______________ and
desperate, living on the verge of starvation in places in which we would not
keep our cattle.

8.

(spirited/spiriting)

spirited

This fashion, I afterwards learned, was very ill ______________ to the
contour of my face.
9.

(suited/suiting)
suited
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The first was with Great Britain, and it terminated the long-
______________ tariff warfare.
10.

(continued/continuing)continued

In passing, it is ______________ to note that persons can vanish "into" a
plane surface; say, "into" a fifth dimension.
11.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

Considering how little Gordon cared about grandees, it is
______________ to note that he was waited on in a way that many
tuft-hunters would envy.

12.

(amused/amusing)
amusing

Indeed, the marshy borders of the Danube are not very healthy, and it is
not ______________ that men do not care to make their homes on these low
lands.

13.

(astonished/astonishing)
astonishing

She drew out of the darkness within a dull- ______________ leather bag
embroidered in gold thread and crimson silk.
14.

(colored/coloring)
colored

He was ______________ to find that there was no sentinel at the door.15.
(surprised/surprising)

surprised

But it would be ______________ to know more of it.16.
(interested/interesting)

interesting

In England, the trade of the ______________ States was in the general
on as good a footing as the trade of other countries; and several articles were
more favoured than the same articles of the growth of other countries.

17.

(united/uniting)

United

All the people whom I saw were very much ______________ in our work.18.
(interested/interesting)

interested

In 1642 he was made professor of divinity at Glasgow, and in the
______________ year was selected as one of the five Scottish clergymen
who were sent to the Westminster Assembly.

19.

(followed/following)
following

Ruddy was not much ______________ at hearing the whistle.20.
(surprised/surprising)

surprised
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